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FINAL ACTION

1 . This Action is in response to amendment filed on 9/20/2005.

2. Claims 1-1 1 and 1 8-23 are presented for examination.

3. The rejection of claims 7 and 8 under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph is

withdrawn in view of the amendment.

4. Claim 7 is objected to because the following informalities:

Lines 15-16, "said first identifier" should be "said first unique identifier".

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

5. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1 ) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

6. Claims 1-1 1 and 18-23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated

by Shteyn et al. (US 6,782,253 B1), hereinafter Shteyn.

Page 2
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7. As for claim 1 ,
Shteyn discloses the invention as claimed, including a method of

discovering local devices or services (col. 10, lines 11-22) comprising:

associate at least one unique identifier with at least one location (beacon's ID;

col. 10, lines 11-33; col. 1, lines 46-55);

associate one or more device with said at least one unique identifier (facilitation

signal carrying the beacon's ID on cell phone; col. 5, lines 41-47; the mobile phone

associating with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col.

10, lines 11-33) based on a unique identifier acquired by each device at a location

associated with the unique identifier (broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the

beacon's ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile phone associating

with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 11-

33; when the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates

associating with a service; col. 3
f
lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes

such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated

services; col. 7, lines 38-54); and

provide an indication of said one or more device or service that are associated

with said at least one unique identifier (fig 5; guide contains indications of beacon-

associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; slot 502 comprises the beacon's ID... slot 506

has an indication of a class of services; col. 8, lines 42-58; col. 10, lines 11-33), such

that a first device associated with a first unique identifier is made aware of other devices

or services that are available for use and are associated with the first unique identifier

(download to the mobile phone a guide... the guide contains indications of beacon-
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associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; slot 502 comprises the beacon's ID... slot 506

has an indication of a class of services; col. 8, lines 42-58; the mobile phone associating

with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 11-

33; col. 1, lines 52-58).

8. As for claim 2, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 1 , wherein associating said

one or more device or service comprises associating multiple devices or services with

said at least one unique identifier (col. 7, lines 33-54; col. 10, lines 11-25).

9. As for claim 3, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 2, said associating multiple

devices or services with said at least one unique identifier comprises associating

multiple different devices or services with said at least one unique identifier (col. 7, lines

33-54; col. 10, lines 11-25).

10. As for claim 4, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 1 ,
receiving a message from

a client device that contains a unique identifier of one

or more of the locations (col. 10, lines 11-21; see also col. 1, lines 52-55);

ascertaining from said unique identifier any devices or services that are

associated with a location that corresponds to said unique identifier (col. 3, lines 47-50;

col. 10, lines 11-21; see also col. 1, lines 52-55); and

replying to said client device with a list of available devices or services for the

location (col. 10, lines 11-25; see also col. 1, lines 46-55).
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11. As for claim 5, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 4, wherein said acts of

receiving and replying are accomplished via a network (Fig. 1).

12. As for claim 6, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 4
t
wherein said acts of

receiving and replying are accomplished via the Internet (col. 7, lines 30-32).

13. As for claim 7, Shteyn discloses one or more computer-readable media

having computer-readable instructions thereon which, when executed by one or more

processors (col. 3, line 52 - col. 4, line 17), cause the one or more processors to:

associate at least one unique identifier with at least one location (beacon's ID;

col. 10, lines 11-33; col. 1, lines 46-55);

associate one or more device with said at least one unique identifier (facilitation

signal carrying the beacon's ID on cell phone; col. 5, lines 41-47; the mobile phone

associating with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col.

10, lines 1 1-33) based on a unique identifier acquired by each device at a location

associated with the unique identifier (broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the

beacon's ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile phone associating

with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 11-

33; when the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates

associating with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes

such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated

services; col. 7, lines 38-54); and
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provide an indication of said one or more device or service that are associated

with said at least one unique identifier by:

receiving a message containing a first unique identifier (col. 3, lines 1-16; mobile

first access a preset URL based on the ID; col. 10, lines 1 1-21 ; col. 1, lines 52-55);

ascertaining said one or more device or service currently available for use to a

sender of the message based upon said first unique identifier (col. 3, lines 47-50; if the

service is deemed to match the user's current interest and intent; col. 9, lines 12-24;

based on the ID in order to find the locale's service directory; col. 10, lines 1 1-33); and

replying to the sender of the message with a list of available devices or services

for a location corresponding to said first unique identifier (announcement to the user

along with URL's for the user to activate the services; col. 10, lines 1 1-25; server returns

an XML document including geographic location of each provider's service; col. 1, lines

55-62).

14. As for claim 8, Shteyn discloses a server embodying the one or more computer-

readable media of claim 7 (server 116, Fig. 2; see also col. 1, lines 45-48).

1 5. As for claim 9, Shteyn discloses a method of discovering local devices or

services (col. 10, lines 1 1-22) comprising:

associating multiple unique identifiers with multiple related locations, each related

location having a unique identifier (col. 10, lines 11-33; col. 1, lines 46-55);

receiving a report that a device has acquired a unique identifier corresponding to
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particular location (unique beacon's ID inherently corresponds to particular location), the

device being located at the particular location (broadcasting the facilitation signal

carrying the beacon's ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile can

access a URL based on the received beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service;

col. 10, lines 11-33; when the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation

signal initiates associating with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall

a user causes such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains indications of

beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54);

associating one or more device with one or more of the unique identifiers based

on reports received from one or more device (col. 3, lines 1-16; col. 7, lines 38-54; col.

10, lines 1 1-33), the one or more device or service being accessible from a location that

corresponds to a unique identifier (col. 10, lines 1 1-33; col. 1 , lines 46-55);

receiving a message from a client device that contains a unique identifier of one

or more of the locations (col. 10, lines 11-21; col. 1, lines 52-55);

ascertaining from said unique identifier any devices or services that are

associated with a location that corresponds to said unique identifier (col. 3, lines 47-50;

if the service is deemed to match the user's current interest and intent; col. 9, lines 12-

24; based on the ID in order to find the locale's service directory; col. 10, lines 1 1-33);

and

replying to said client device with a list of available devices or services for the

location (announcement to the user along with URL's for the user to activate the

services; col. 10, lines 1 1-25; server returns an XML document including geographic
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location of each provider's service; col. 1, lines 55-62), wherein said available devices

on the list reported acquisition of said unique identifier (broadcasting the facilitation

signal carrying the beacon's ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile

can access a URL based on the received beacon's ID in order to find the locale's

service; col. 10, lines 11-33; when the user's device is within range of the beacon the

facilitation signal initiates associating with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a

shopping mall a user causes such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains

indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; broadcasting facilitation

signals that are associated with goods; col. 3, line 62 - col. 4, line 3).

16. As for claim 10, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 9, wherein said acts of

receiving and replying are accomplished via a network (Fig. 1).

1 7. As for claim 1 1 ,
Shteyn discloses the method of claim 9, wherein said acts of

receiving and replying are accomplished via the Internet (col. 7, lines 30-32).

18. As for claims 1 8 and 22, Shteyn discloses a method and system of discovering

local devices (col. 10, lines 1 1-22) comprising:

acquiring a unique identifier that is associated with a location for which one or

more corresponding devices or services are desired to be discovered (col. 3, lines 47-

50; col. 10, lines 11-33 ; see also col. 1, lines 52-58);

sending a message containing the unique identifier over a network and to an
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entity from which the devices or services can be discovered (col. 1 0, lines 1 1 -25; col. 1

,

lines 55-58); and

receiving a reply from the entity, the reply containing a list of available devices or

services for the location (announcement to the user along with URL's for the user to

activate the services; col. 10, lines 1 1-25; server returns an XML document including

geographic location of each provider's service; col. 1 , lines 55-62), wherein the available

devices acquired the unique identifier at the location (facilitation signals that are

associated with goods; col. 3, line 62 - col. 4, line 3) and reported acquisition of the

unique identifier to the entity (broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the beacon's

ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile can access a URL based on

the received beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 1 1-33; when

the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates associating

with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes such a

guide to be down loaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated services;

col. 7, lines 38-54).

1 9. As for claim 1 9, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 1 8, wherein said acquiring

comprises receiving manually entered data comprising the unique identifier (considered

inherent to normal use of the web-enabled client device disclosed by Shteyn, such as

by entering a url; see also, col. 1, lines 19-34).

20. As for claim 20, Shteyn discloses the method of claim 18, wherein said acquiring
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comprises automatically acquiring the unique identifier with the client device (col. 10,

lines 11-25; see also col. 1, lines 55-58).

21 . As for claim 21 ,
Shteyn discloses the method of claim 18, wherein said acts of

sending and receiving comprise doing so via the Internet (col. 7, lines 30-32).

22. As for claim 23, Shteyn discloses a client device embodying the one or more

computer-readable media of claim 22 (mobile phone 108, Fig. 1).

Conclusion

23. Applicant's arguments filed on 9/20/2005 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

24. In the remarks, applicants argued in substance that:

(1 ) Regarding claims 1-11, Applicants submit that Shteyn does not teach or suggest

a method or system performing the steps of "associating one or more device with said

at least one unique identifier based upon a unique identifier acquired by each device at

a location associated with the unique identifier".

In reply to argument (1), the examiner respectfully disagrees. Shteyn discloses

a device receives a unique identifier (beacon's ID; broadcasting facilitation signal

carrying beacon's ID to a mobile phone; col. 10, lines 11-15; col. 5, lines 41-47; col. 6,

lines 39-40) on entering a particular location associated with the unique identifier
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(unique beacon's ID inherently corresponds to the specific location information; when

the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates associating

the facilitation signal with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; facilitation signals that are

associated with goods; col. 3, lines 62-64; each specific one of the beacons is

associated with a certain geographic location; col. 6, lines 18-27; on entering a

shopping mall a user causes such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains

indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; col. 10, lines 1 1-33), and

based upon receiving the beacon's ID, the device can associate with the beacon's ID in

order to find the locale's service or goods (based on the received the beacon's ID in

order to find the locale's service directory; col. 10, lines 1 1-33). This clearly reads on

applicant's claim language "associate one or more device with said at least one unique

identifier (facilitation signal carrying the beacon's ID on cell phone; col. 5, lines 41-47;

the mobile phone associating with the received the beacon's ID in order to find the

locale's service; col. 10, lines 1 1-33) based on a unique identifier acquired by each

device at a location associated with the unique identifier (when the user's device is

within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates associating with a service; col.

3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes such a guide to be

downloaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines

38-54; broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the beacon's ID in a certain locale to

the mobile phone, then the mobile phone associating with the received the beacon's ID

in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 1 1-33)".
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(2) Regarding claims 1-11, Shteyn does not teach or suggest "providing an

indication of said one or more device or service that are associated with said at least

one unique identifier, such that a first device associated with a first unique identifier is

made of aware of other devices or services that are available for use and are

associated with the first unique identifier".

In reply to argument (2), Shteyn discloses provide an indication of said one or

more device or service that are associated with said at least one unique identifier (fig 5;

guide contains indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; slot 502

comprises the beacon's ID... slot 506 has an indication of a class of services; col. 8,

lines 42-58; col. 10, lines 1 1-33), such that a first device associated with a first unique

identifier is made aware of other devices or services that are available for use and are

associated with the first unique identifier (download to the mobile phone a guide... the

guide contains indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; slot 502

comprises the beacon's ID... slot 506 has an indication of a class of services; col. 8,

lines 42-58; the mobile phone associating with the received the beacon's ID in order to

find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 11-33; col. 1, lines 52-58).

(3) Regarding claims 7-8, Applicants submit that Shteyn fails to teach or suggest at

least the steps of "receiving a message containing a first unique identifier" and "replying

to the sender of the message with a list of available devices or services for a location

corresponding to said first unique identifier", as recited in independent claim 7. In

contrast, Shteyn discloses that a mobile device may receive a facilitation signal and use
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it to acquire general information of interest, but it fails to show that a device is made

aware of other devices or services in the same location that have acquired the same

unique identifier for the same location .

In reply to argument (3), Shteyn explicitly discloses a device (mobile phone) is

made aware of other devices or services in the same location (download a guide on the

mobile phone that contains indications of beacon-associated services for a variety of

cafes, shops, amusements, utility services in the shopping mall; col. 7, lines 42-45) that

have acquired the same unique identifier for the same location (col. 7, lines 42-54; each

specific one of the beacons is associated with a certain geographic location; col. 6, lines

18-27; col. 10, lines 1 1-22). Therefore, Shteyn satisfies the teachings of the steps of

"receiving a message containing a first unique identifier" and "replying to the sender of

the message with a list of available devices or services for a location corresponding to

said first unique identifier.

(4) Regarding claims 9 and 10-11, applicants submit that Shteyn fails to teach or

suggest at least one steps "receiving a report that a device has acquired a unique

identifier corresponding to particular location, the device being located at the particular

location" and "replying to said client device with a list of available devices or services for

the location, wherein said available devices on the list reported acquisition of said

unique identifier," as recited in claim 9. For example, any list of devices or services that

may be disclosed in Shteyn are programmed to be associated with a beacon, as

previously discussed, and are not the result of acquiring and acknowledge acquisition of
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a unique identifier.

In reply to argument (4), Shteyn teaches "receiving a report that a device has

acquired a unique identifier corresponding to particular location (unique beacon's ID

inherently corresponds to particular location), the device being located at the particular

location (broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the beacon's ID in a certain locale

to the mobile phone, then the mobile can access a URL based on the received beacon's

ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 11-33; when the user's device is

within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates associating with a service; col.

3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes such a guide to be

downloaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines

38-54) and replying to said client device with a list of available devices or services for

the location (announcement to the user along with URL's for the user to activate the

services; col. 10, lines 11-25; server returns an XML document including geographic

location of each provider's service; col. 1, lines 55-62), wherein said available devices

on the list reported acquisition of said unique identifier (broadcasting the facilitation

signal carrying the beacon's ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile

can access a URL based on the received beacon's ID in order to find the locale's

service; col. 10, lines 1 1-33; when the user's device is within range of the beacon the

facilitation signal initiates associating with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a

shopping mall a user causes such a guide to be downloaded... the guide contains

indications of beacon-associated services; col. 7, lines 38-54; broadcasting facilitation

signals that are associated with goods; col. 3, line 62 - col. 4, line 3)".
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(5) Regarding claims 1 8 and 1 9-23, Applicants submits that Shteyn fails to teach or

suggest at least the step of "receiving a reply from the entity, the reply containing a list

of available devices or services for the location, wherein the available devices acquired

the unique identifier at the location and reported acquisition of the unique identifier to

the entity," as recited in claim 18, since Shteyn fails to teach or suggest the aspect of

receiving a list of available devices for a location, where each device acknowledge

acquisition of a unique identifier for a location.

In reply to argument (5), Shteyn clearly teaches based upon receiving of the

beacon's ID at a mobile device, the mobile device can receive a list of available devices

or services for the location (based on the ID in order to find the locale's service

directory; col. 10, lines 1 1-33; col. 7, lines 42-54). This clearly reads on applicant's claim

language receiving a reply from the entity, the reply containing a list of available devices

or services for the location (announcement to the user along with URL's for the user to

activate the services; col. 10, lines 1 1-25; server returns an XML document including

geographic location of each provider's service; col. 1 , lines 55-62), wherein the available

devices acquired the unique identifier at the location (facilitation signals that are

associated with goods; col. 3, line 62 - col. 4, line 3) and reported acquisition of the

unique identifier to the entity (broadcasting the facilitation signal carrying the beacon's

ID in a certain locale to the mobile phone, then the mobile can access a URL based on

the received beacon's ID in order to find the locale's service; col. 10, lines 1 1-33; when

the user's device is within range of the beacon the facilitation signal initiates associating
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with a service; col. 3, lines 1-16; on entering a shopping mall a user causes such a

guide to be downloaded... the guide contains indications of beacon-associated services;

col. 7, lines 38-54).

For all of these reasons above, claims 1-1 1 and 18-23 are properly rejected

under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as anticipated by Shteyn et al. (US 6,782,253 B1).

25. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 .1 36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

26. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Jungwon Chang whose telephone number is 571-272-

3960. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:30-6:00 (Monday-Friday).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John A Follansbee can be reached on 571-272-3964. The fax phone
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number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

Jungwon Chang
December 6, 2005


